Introduction

Integra32™ can signal a DVR to play back recorded video based on an Integra32™ history event.

Double click on the ‘Camera’ icon on the right side of the table. This will send the Date/Time of the event and the camera number to the DVR. The DVR should then playback the noted camera from the Date/Time provided.
### Configuration

To configure the Integra32™ for DVR history playbacks, setup the following three areas.

1. Set the DVR message option in the 'System Options' window.
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**IMC-LABEL** will send the event label with the data sent to the DVR. This label is provided so that the DVR can display it on the video monitor during playback. For example if you selected a 'Forced entry alarm' message for playback then the message 'Access Point: Forced entry alarm' should be displayed on the video monitor during the playback.

**IMC-HISTORY** should simply play back the video without any label being displayed.
2. Configure the devices (access points, inputs, & outputs) that are associated with cameras being recorded by the DVR.

Enter the camera number that is associated with this device, the IP address of the DVR, and the Port number (as specified by the DVR manufacturer).
3. Select the messages sent to DVR and the key required to set for sending these messages from System messages window.

```
System Messages
```

- Confirm that the key 'MessageClient' is set to "1".

---

**Output 1.1**

- Send Messages to DVR
- Camera Number
- DVR IP Address
- Port Number

---

**System Messages**

- System Messages
- Access Granted
- Access Denied
- Access Point
- Mode Changed
- Input
- Output
- Audit message
- Cardholder
- Access Requested
- Door held open warning

- Enable printing / DVR messages on this machine

---

**RBH Access Technologies Inc.**
You will find this key in the registry under:
My Computer\HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\RBH\AxiomLT\System

(If it doesn’t exist, create it.)